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Abstract

Time-resolved wall shear stress measurements are conducted to investigate channel flow at transitional Reynolds numbers. Constant
temperature anemometry (CTA) is employed to measure the instantaneous wall shear stress using glue-on hot films as the sensing
probes. Pressure-drop measurements are conducted to calibrate the mean hot-film voltage signals and to ensure that the pressure
drop is measured in the so-called “fully-developed” region of the channel, a study of effect of entrance length on the pressure-drop
measurements is carried out. Time history and higher order statistics of wall shear stress fluctuations reveal that the flow remains
laminar until Reτ(= uτh/ν) ≈ 43 in our channel flow facility, where uτ, h and ν are the friction velocity, channel half-height and
kinematic viscosity, respectively. Third and fourth order moments of wall shear stress jump at the onset of transition and increase
significantly until they reach maxima at about Reτ ≈ 48. After this Reynolds number, these two higher order moments start to
decrease gradually with increasing Reynolds number and after Reτ ≈ 73 − 79, any significant dependence of these two moments
on Reynolds number disappears. Multiple hot-film measurements, which are located at different spatial locations, are conducted to
characterize the large-scale turbulent structures. It is observed that there are structures, at least 7h wide, for Reτ between 46.8 and
53.9. Two-point spatial correlations reveal that on average these large structures are angled at approximately 17o for Reτ = 46.8
and roughly between 32o and 37o for 48.7 < Reτ < 53.9 relative to the streamwise direction.
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1. Introduction1

The transition to turbulence in shear flows has remained an2

active topic of investigation in fluid mechanics since the classi-3

cal experimental work of Osborne Reynolds in the 19th century4

(Reynolds, 1883). In addition to its significance in fundamental5

research, understanding transition phenomenon is also useful6

for many practical applications. For example, turbulent flow7

provides better mixing and heat transfer than laminar flow and8

therefore understanding the transition phenomenon may help in9

more efficient designs for mixing and heat transfer applications.10

There are also many situations where the flow is required to re-11

main in a laminar state to reduce the skin friction drag. For all12

these applications, it is necessary to have a better understand-13

ing of the transition process. But still, transition is one of the14

least understood areas of fluid mechanics due to the complex15

spatiotemporal nature of the flow during transition. The present16

study focusses on the transition in a planar channel flow, which17

comes under the class of canonical wall-bounded flows.18

In planar channel flows, laminar flow is found to be unsta-19

ble and can enter into the turbulent state well below the critical20

Reynolds number of linear stability (Orszag, 1971), if finite am-21

plitude disturbances are present (Patel & Head, 1969; Carlson22

et al., 1982; Alavyoon et al., 1986; Sano & Tamai, 2016). Vari-23

ous past experiments and numerical simulations have found this24
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subcritical transition to be related to the large localized coher-25

ent structures observed called turbulent spots (Carlson et al.,26

1982; Alavyoon et al., 1986; Sano & Tamai, 2016; Aida et al.,27

2010). In early experiments, using flow visualization in a chan-28

nel flow, Carlson et al. (1982) and Alavyoon et al. (1986) ob-29

served that these turbulent spots grow as they flow downstream30

with their leading edge propagating at a higher speed than the31

trailing edge. Lemoult et al. (2013) used particle image ve-32

locimetry (PIV) to investigate the formation and growth of a33

turbulent spot in a plane Poiseuille flow (PPF). They used a34

channel flow facility of an aspect ratio (AR) of w/2h = 7.535

and showed that the flow region around the spot can be divided36

into two scales: large-scale (> 5h) and small-scale (< 5h),37

where w and h indicate channel width and half-height respec-38

tively. In the present study, to study the large-scale coherent39

structures during transition, the same definition for large-scale40

is employed. These turbulent spots, which originate at the on-41

set of transition, have been shown to develop into stripes with42

increasing Reynolds numbers by Aida et al. (2010). Tsukahara43

et al. (2005) carried out direct numerical simulations (DNS) for44

channel flow at Reynolds number 830 ≤ Reh ≤ 2865 by us-45

ing different computational domain sizes, where Reh = Ubh/ν46

and Ub, h and ν indicate bulk velocity, channel half-height and47

kinematic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. The largest com-48

putational domain had a dimension of Lx × Lz = 51.2h × 22.5h,49

where x and z represent streamwise and spanwise directions,50

respectively. They applied a periodic boundary condition in the51

streamwise and spanwise directions and a no-slip condition on52
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the top and bottom walls. They observed the presence of a peri-53

odic weak-turbulence region for Reh(Reτ = uτh/ν) = 1160(80)54

which looked similar to puff-like structures observed in transi-55

tional pipe flows (Wygnanski & Champagne, 1973; Wygnanski56

et al., 1975). Here, uτ indicates the friction velocity. These peri-57

odic weak-turbulence structures were found to be inclined with58

the streamwise direction at an angle of about 24o. Brethouwer59

et al. (2012) conducted DNS in a channel flow of domain size60

Lx × Lz = 55h × 25h for Reh = 933, and observed similar puff-61

like structures. Tuckerman et al. (2014) carried out DNS in62

a channel flow of domain size Lx × Lz = 10h × 40h, where the63

computational domain was tilted at 24o with respect to the mean64

flow direction. They observed turbulent-laminar bands, similar65

to those observed by Tsukahara et al. (2005), for Reh = 1100 at66

an angle of 24o with the mean flow direction. Using flow visu-67

alization in a channel, Tsukahara et al. (2014) found turbulent68

stripes for Reh between 850 and 1000. These stripy structures69

were observed to consist of laminar and turbulent regions, and70

inclined at an angle of 20o-30o with the streamwise direction.71

Using direct numerical simulation (DNS), Aida et al. (2014) in-72

vestigated the growth of a single turbulent spot and observed73

the presence of “stripy” structures inside the spots which con-74

tain so-called quasi-laminar and turbulent regions.75

Pomeau (1986) conjectured that the transition to turbulence76

is potentially related to the directed percolation (DP) university77

class. This conjecture was based on the idea that the intermit-78

tent nature of transition in wall-bounded flows can be modelled79

using DP theory. DP is a class of non-equilibrium phase transi-80

tions which can be used to explain different stochastic spread-81

ing processes. The DP universality class has a characteristic82

set of critical exponents which usually depend on the spatial di-83

mension (D) of the physical process. Many physical processes84

such as wildfires, epidemics and flow through a porous media85

are found to be potentially related to this class. Further liter-86

ature on the relevance of the DP universality class on different87

physical processes can be found in Hinrichsen (2000), Takeuchi88

et al. (2007) and Henkel et al. (2008). Recently, Sano & Tamai89

(2016) attempted to observe the analogy between the transition90

to turbulence in channel flows and DP univesality class. They91

carried out an experimental investigation of transition in a chan-92

nel flow facility using a flow visualization technique. They in-93

jected perturbations at the inlet which either decayed or spread94

depending on the Reynolds number. Close to the onset of tran-95

sition, the critical exponents were found to be similar to the96

(2+1)D DP universality class. This suggested that the tran-97

sition to turbulence in channel flows is related to the (2+1)D98

DP universality class. This observation suggests that the spa-99

tiotemporal intermittency, which is generally observed in the100

laminar-turbulent transition in wall-bounded flows, belongs to101

the DP universality class. The relationship between DP and102

laminar-turbulent transition is also shown in the same journal103

issue for Taylor-Couette flow by Lemoult et al. (2016). Xiong104

et al. (2015) carried out DNS in a channel flow at transitional105

Reynolds numbers using as in other studies periodic boundary106

conditions in the streamwise and spanwise directions, and no-107

slip boundary conditions on the wall. The computational do-108

main was larger than those earlier studies and had a size of109

Lx × Lz = 160h × 120h. It was seen that localized perturbations110

evolve into oblique turbulent bands beyond Reh = 660. How-111

ever these bands break and decay due to interaction with other112

turbulent bands and localized perturbations for lower Reynolds113

number. Only for Reh ≥ 1000, did these turbulent bands give114

rise to sustained turbulence. Tao et al. (2018) conducted DNS115

of channel flow using similar boundary conditions as used by116

Xiong et al. (2015), and observed the presence of sparse oblique117

turbulent bands near the onset of transition. They employed118

different sizes of the computational domains to investigate the119

dependency of the band growth and breaking on size of the120

computational domain. They found that these sparse bands121

can lead to very small values of turbulence fraction in an ar-122

bitrarily large flow domain. Chantry et al. (2017) also discuss123

domain size issues by carrying out numerical investigation in124

a so-called Waleffe flow of computational domain as large as125

Lx × Lz = 2560h × 2560h. A good agreement with the (2+1)D126

DP universality class was obtained which they attributed to the127

presence of very large domain size for the computation. Xiao128

& Song (2019) studied the characteristics of these oblique tur-129

bulent bands in a channel flow domain of size upto Lx × Lz =130

320h × 320h using DNS and employing similar boundary con-131

ditions as used by Tao et al. (2018). They studied in detail the132

kinematics and dynamics of these localized turbulent bands for133

Reh = 750 and provided a possible self-sustaining mechanism.134

Table 1 summarizes some of the major experimental works135

conducted in the field of laminar-turbulent transition in channel136

flows. The result obtained in the current study is also shown137

for comparison. It can be seen that channels of different aspect138

ratios (AR), varying from 8 (Kao & Park, 1970) to 277 (Alavy-139

oon et al., 1986), have been used in these previous experiments.140

In channels, the stability of the flow depends on the aspect ra-141

tio, the length, and the mode and amplitude of perturbation.142

Tatsumi & Yoshimura (1990) showed that the side-walls have143

a stabilizing effect on channel flow during transition, therefore144

increasing the aspect ratio reduces the critical Reynolds num-145

ber by making the flow unstable at lower Reynolds number. In146

the physical experiments which must have finite size perturba-147

tions, the mode of disturbance also plays an important role in148

determining the critical Reynolds number. For example, Sano149

& Tamai (2016) used a channel flow facility of AR = 180, and150

by minimizing the perturbations, they could maintain laminar151

flow up to Reynolds number of Reh = 933. However, when152

they used a grid at the inlet of the channel to provide a turbu-153

lent inlet condition they obtained a critical Reynolds number154

of about Reh = 553. Nishioka et al. (1975) investigated tran-155

sition in channel flow of AR = 27.4 by minimizing the back-156

ground turbulence to a level of 0.05%. They employed hot-wire157

anemometry to investigate the linear and nonlinear instability,158

and breakdown to transition in channel flow. They could main-159

tain laminar flow until Reh = 5333 which is above the critical160

Reynolds number for linear stability (Reh = 3850) as calculated161

by Orszag (1971). In addition to the very low background level,162

this difference was also attributed to the finite aspect ratio of the163

channel where the side-walls are known to have a stabilizing ef-164

fect on the flow. Takeishi et al. (2015) studied the effect of as-165

pect ratio on transition in rectangular duct flows. They showed166
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Table 1: Summary of major experimental works conducted in the field of laminar-turbulent transition in channel flows. Reτ in the last column is calculated using
the formula Reτ =

√
3Reh, which is valid for laminar flows.

Authors Aspect
Ratio

Transition mechanism Transition characterisa-
tion technique

Critical
Reh

Critical
Reτ

Patel & Head (1969) 48 Natural Pressure drop and velocity 650 44
Kao & Park (1970) 8 Natural/artifical excitation Velocity 731 47
Carlson et al. (1982) 133 Artificial excitation Flow visualization 667 45
Alavyoon et al. (1986) 166; 277 Artificial excitation Flow visualization 733 47
Tsukahara et al. (2014) 40 Turbulence grid Flow visualization 650 44
Sano & Tamai (2016) 180 Artificial excitation Flow visualization 553 41
Current study 11.9 Natural Wall shear stress 609 43

that the lowest Reynolds number of sustained localized turbu-167

lence decreases monotonically with increasing aspect ratio of168

AR = 1 (square duct) until it reaches an almost minimum value169

for AR = 5. The localized structure was found to look similar170

to “puffs” (akin to those found in pipe flow) and “spots” for AR171

= 1-3 and AR = 5-9, respectively.172

As discussed above, transition to turbulence in channel flows173

can start due to finite amplitude perturbations which give rise174

to turbulent spots and these localized structures show transient175

growth over the streamwise length of the channel (Lemoult176

et al., 2013; Sano & Tamai, 2016). Therefore, the meaning177

of “fully-developed” flow (which is generally defined as flow178

invariance in the streamwise direction, see for example Durst179

et al., 2005), seems to be ambiguously defined during the on-180

set of transition where, by definition, there is spatial intermit-181

tency. Investigation of development lengths in laminar and182

fully-turbulent channel flows have been studied by many re-183

searchers in the past. Durst et al. (2005) proposed a correlation184

for the calculation of development length in laminar channel185

flows using a numerical technique. Dean (1978) compiled data186

from the previous experiments in channel flows and found that187

the entrance length varies from 46h to 600h. Lien et al. (2004)188

recommended the development length to be 300h using veloc-189

ity profile measurements in turbulent channel flow. In channel190

flows, pressure drop-measurements are typically used to cal-191

culate the mean wall shear stress and friction factor assum-192

ing the flow to be streamwise invariant. Previous researchers193

have employed pressure-drop measurement to study the tran-194

sition in channel flow (Davies & White, 1928; Patel & Head,195

1969). However, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of196

development length on pressure-drop measurements in transi-197

tional channel flows has still not been reported.198

Deciding on when the flow has left a “transitional” state199

and entered a “fully-turbulent” state in a channel flow has re-200

mained an open question. Patel & Head (1969) discuss the201

different definitions for fully-turbulent channel flow: the dis-202

appearance of intermittency, the emergence of −1/6 power law203

scaling for skin friction and Reynolds number, and log-law re-204

lationship with universal constants for the mean velocity pro-205

file. From their experiments on channel flows they obtained206

different values of Reynolds number for the first sight of disap-207

pearance of intermittency (Reh ∼ 1800), skin friction agreement208

with −1/6 power law (Reh = 2500-3000) and log-law relation209

with universal constants (Reh ∼ 3000). Carlson et al. (1982),210

using flow visualization, observed fully-turbulent flow by Reh211

= 2000. Seki & Matsubara (2012) defined the term “marginal”212

Reynolds number based on sustainment of turbulent flows and213

showed that for the channel flow the upper value of marginal214

Reynolds number (Reh) is 1300. Kushwaha et al. (2017) used215

DNS in channel flow and observed that by Reh = 993, the flow216

was significantly three-dimensional and consisted of fluctua-217

tions throughout the computational domain. Tsukahara et al.218

(2014) carried out flow visualization to study the “stripy” struc-219

tures in a channel flow. For Reh = 1200, the flow appeared220

to be similar to a high-Reynolds number turbulent flow i.e. no221

apparent large-scale structure typically associated with transi-222

tional channel flow. On decreasing the Reynolds number the223

laminar-turbulent bands or turbulent stripes started to appear224

below Reh = 1000.225

In the present study, the transition process in a channel flow226

is investigated at the wall using time-resolved wall shear stress227

measurements. Previous studies rarely, if ever, reported the228

characteristics of the flow at the wall of the channel during tran-229

sition. This is generally attributed to the practical challenges230

in conducting spatially and temporally well-resolved measure-231

ments of wall shear stress (Alfredsson et al., 1988). It has been232

found that there is a potential connection between the instanta-233

neous wall shear stress and coherent motions of the flow above234

the wall in wall-bounded flows (Marusic et al., 2010; Orlu &235

Schlatter, 2011). Therefore, it has become important to have236

a better understanding of the instantaneous wall shear stress in237

order to understand the complex nature of transition to turbu-238

lence in shear flows. For channel flows, wall shear stress mea-239

surements are rather limited, especially, near transition and the240

lowest Reynolds number at which the higher order statistics of241

wall shear stress is studied is by Keirsbulck et al. (2012) for Reh242

= 1055. Gubian et al. (2019) carried out wall shear stress mea-243

surements in a channel flow for 250 ≤ Reτ ≤ 930 and observed244

that the statistical moments, probability density functions and245

spectra of wall shear stress reach an almost asymptotic value246

after Reτ ∼ 600. Wall shear stress measurements were car-247

ried out in a channel flow using hot-film sensors by Whalley248

et al. (2019) at Reh(Reτ) = 1000(70), 1200(85) and 1500(100).249

They investigated the so-called low- and high-drag events in250

channel flow near transition using simultaneous measurements251

of velocity (using laser Doppler velocimetry, LDV or PIV) and252
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of channel flow rig (not to scale). (b) Schematic of the hot-film arrangements in the test-section of our channel flow facility (not to scale).

the wall shear stress. The current study extends their analy-253

sis, using the same flow facility, by measuring the wall shear254

stress across a significantly wider Reynolds number range in255

the laminar-turbulent transition regime. Simultaneous measure-256

ments of wall shear stress for three spatial locations, as opposed257

to a single hot-film measurement carried out by Whalley et al.258

(2019), are also carried out in the present study.259

Therefore, in the present study, an experimental investiga-260

tion of instantaneous wall shear stress characteristics for tran-261

sitional channel flow using hot-film anemometry is conducted.262

Using single-point statistics of wall shear stress fluctuations, an263

attempt is made to characterize the “start” and “end” of tran-264

sition in our channel flow facility. Using spatial correlations265

of the wall shear stress at different locations, a study into the266

localized transitional structures is also carried out.267

2. Experimental set-up268

A closed-loop channel flow facility, at the University of Liv-269

erpool, is used in the present study which has a very similar ar-270

rangement as used by Whalley et al. (2017, 2019). A schematic271

of the channel flow facility is shown in figure 1(a). A rectan-272

gular duct with 6 stainless steel modules of 1.2 m length each273

and a test section of 0.25 m length are used, providing a total274

length of 7.45 m. The modules are connected using angle irons275

and threaded bars. Four threaded bars are used (two on the top276

side of the channel and two on the bottom) to attach each pair277

of modules. An O-ring is used to ensure that there is no leak-278

age of the fluid and a hydraulically smooth transition between279

the modules. The modules are then aligned carefully using a280

laser targeting device. The full-height (2h) and full-width (w)281

of the channel are 0.025 m and 0.298 m, giving an aspect ratio282

(w/2h) of 11.92. The test-section has transparent windows on283

the top and side walls which provide optical access for the LDV284

measurements.285

A glycerine-water mixture, of concentration approximately286

52% (by weight) glycerine, is used as the working fluid. The287

fluid is stored in a stainless steel header tank and is pumped288

using a mono type E101 progressive cavity pump. The fluid289

passes through three pulsation dampers, to reduce the level of290

disturbances, before entering the channel. There is also a mix-291

ing loop connected to the pump which provides an opportunity292

to obtain lower flow rates. A Coriolis mass flow meter is in-293

stalled in the return loop which is used to measure the mass flow294

rate. A platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) is connected to295

the last module of the channel to monitor the temperature of296

the working fluid during the experiment. Density and viscosity297

of the working fluid are measured using an Anton Paar DMA298

35N density meter and an Anton Paar MCR 302 rheometer, re-299

spectively. Indicative values for the density and viscosity of300

the working fluid are 1130 kg/m3 and 6.7 mPa.s, respectively at301

temperature, T = 19 oC. Pressure-drop measurement is carried302

out using a Druck LPX-9381 differential pressure transducer303

having a working range of 5 kPa and an accuracy of ±5 Pa. To304
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study development length effects, pressure-drop measurements305

are compared for four different streamwise locations of the up-306

stream pressure tap (x/h = 406, 312, 216, 120) and the down-307

stream pressure tap remains at a fixed location, downstream of308

the measurement section, at x/h = 572. Pressure-drop data is309

acquired for 10 minutes for each Reynolds number. Further dis-310

cussion regarding development length effects on pressure-drop311

measurements are provided in section 3. The pressure trans-312

ducer is regularly calibrated against an MKS Baratron differen-313

tial pressure-transducer.314

Velocity measurements are carried out using LDV employing315

a Dantec FiberFlow laser system which uses a 300 mW argon-316

ion continuous wave laser. It has a 60X40 laser light trans-317

mitter, a 60X10 probe, a 55X12 beam expander and a 55X35318

photomultiplier tube. The LDV is operated in forward-scatter319

mode. Measurement of instantaneous wall shear stress is car-320

ried out using hot-film anemometry (HFA) with 55R48 glue-on321

probes, manufactured by Dantec Dynamics. These probes are322

operated in constant temperature (CT) mode and are powered323

using a Dantec Streamline Pro velocimetry system. To avoid324

issues related to the sensitivity the hot-film sensors are glued325

on an “insert” made of delrin (a type of thermoplastic with low326

conductivity) and then the insert is connected to the bottom wall327

of the channel via precision-machined ports. The streamwise328

and spanwise lengths of the sensing element of these probes329

are 0.1 mm and 0.9 mm. In viscous units, these dimensions330

correspond to a streamwise length of Δx+ = 0.67 and a span-331

wise length of Δz+ = 6.06 for Reτ = 84.2, which is the largest332

Reynolds number studied in the present work. In the present333

anemometer, the bridge ratio and the overheat ratio are set to be334

at 10 and 1.1, respectively. The typical frequency response of335

the anemometer is found to be around 20-30 kHz. The hot-film336

and LDV data are sampled simultaneously using a Dantec Burst337

Spectrum Analyzer at a typical sampling frequency of around338

300 Hz. In viscous time units, this frequency corresponds to339

Δt+ ≈ 1 for Reτ = 84.2 and this sampling frequency is there-340

fore considered to be sufficient to capture the smallest scales341

in the flow (Hutchins et al., 2009). The mean voltage output342

from the anemometer is calibrated against the mean pressure343

drop using the pressure transducer. The pressure-drop measure-344

ments are carried out between two pressure taps located 408h345

and 572h away from the inlet of the channel. The calibration346

points are fit with a third order polynomial. An example of347

a calibration plot is shown in figure 2. Constant temperature348

HFA is very sensitive to ambient temperature as it assumes that349

the temperature of the working fluid is constant during the ex-350

periment (isothermal assumption). Therefore, a heat exchanger351

is used to control the temperature of the fluid to a precision of ±352

0.01oC throughout the experiment, to avoid any thermal drift in353

hot-film voltages. In case of non-thermal drifts observed in any354

of the hot-films during a long-run measurement, the technique355

discussed in Agrawal et al. (2019) is utilized for the correction356

of the drifted signal.357

Identification of large-scale turbulent structures in transi-358

tional channel flow is conducted using simultaneous measure-359

ment of local instantaneous wall shear stress using three dif-360

ferent hot-film probes, which are named as HF1, HF2 and HF3.361
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Figure 2: Calibration plot of mean hot-film voltage against mean wall-shear
stress. The calibration curve is fit with a third order polynomial. The ambient
fluid temperature is maintained at T = 19.10oC with a precision of ±0.01oC.
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Figure 3: Normalized streamwise velocity profiles for Reτ = 78 for spanwise
locations of two channel half-heights to eight channel half-heights from the
side-wall. Inset shows the velocity profiles obtained using experiment (indi-
cated by blue diamonds) for Reτ = 39. Solid black line and dashed black line
indicate laminar theoretical profile and constant value of 1.5, respectively.

The arrangement of the three hot-films are shown in figure 1(b).362

HF1 and HF2 are located at the same spanwise location of z/h363

= 5 but different streamwise locations of x/h = 491 and 496,364

respectively. Here, z = 0 and x = 0 indicate the side-wall and365

inlet of the channel, respectively. HF3 is located at a spanwise366

location of z/h = 12 and streamwise location of x/h = 496. To367

check the effect of side walls, velocity profiles for Reτ = 78368

(Reh = 1116) are measured for spanwise locations of z/h of 2369

to 8. Each wall normal location is sampled for around 300 s370

at an average data rate of about 100 Hz. From figure 3 it can371

be seen that the velocity profiles approximately collapse after372

a spanwise distance of 4h. The inset plot of figure 3 shows373

that there is a good agreement between the velocity profile ob-374

tained for Reτ = 39 (Reh = 498) at z/h = 5 with the lami-375

nar theoretical profile. A DNS study by Vinuesa et al. (2015)376

shows the effect of side walls in channel flows by calculating377

the kinetic energy of secondary flows for Reτ = 180. This ki-378
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netic energy was shown to approximately decay to zero after379

z/h = 4. Therefore, a spanwise location of more than 5h from380

the side wall can be considered to follow a 2-D channel flow ap-381

proximation. Instantaneous wall shear stress measurements are382

conducted for Reτ (Reh) of 39.8 (510), 40.6 (541), 42.9 (609),383

44.5 (642), 45.4 (673), 46.8 (706), 48.7 (738), 51.5 (763), 53.9384

(807), 61.5 (887), 67.2 (969), 73.4 (1043), 79.3 (1125) and 84.2385

(1213). Simultaneous wall shear stress data are acquired us-386

ing the three hot-films for time durations of more than 100,000387

convective time units (tUb/h > 100, 000) for every Reynolds388

number, where t indicates measurement time in seconds. This389

gives us the opportunity to calculate well-converged higher or-390

der statistics of wall shear stress during transition.391

Uncertainty quantification for the pressure-drop measure-392

ments is carried out using the method provided by Kline & Mc-393

Clintock (1953). The Druck LPX-9381 pressure transducer has394

an accuracy of ±5 Pa, as quoted by the manufacturer. The typ-395

ical value of pressure drop is 163 Pa corresponding to Reτ =396

51.5. The present channel-flow facility is carefully machined to397

provide negligible relative uncertainties (≈ 0.15%) in the chan-398

nel dimensions (w and h) and the length between the pressure399

tapings, l. Therefore, the relative uncertainty in the mean wall400

shear stress is Δτw/τw = 2 − 5%. The density (ρ) of the work-401

ing fluid is measured using an Anton Paar DMA 35N density402

meter which has a quoted accuracy of ±1 kg/m3. This gives403

the relative uncertainty in the density of the working fluid as404

Δρ/ρ = 0.09%. The relative uncertainty in the viscosity (µ)405

measurement of the working fluid using Anton Paar MCR 302406

rheometer is Δµ/µ = 2%. The relative uncertainty in the friction407

velocity (uτ =
�
τw/ρ) is Δuτ/uτ = 1-2%. This gives an uncer-408

tainty in friction Reynolds number (Reτ = uτh/ν) measurement409

of ΔReτ/Reτ = 3-4 %. Friction factor ( f = τw/0.5ρU2
b) has a410

relative uncertainty of Δ f / f = 2 − 5%.411

3. Flow development length during transition for pressure-412

drop measurements413

Accurate pressure-drop measurements are essential as the414

hot-film voltages are calibrated against the pressure-drop data415

to obtain instantaneous wall shear stress signals. The hot-film416

and the pressure-drop measurements should be conducted in417

the so-called “fully-developed” region of the flow. We investi-418

gate the development length requirements for the pressure-drop419

measurements in our channel flow facility for Reynolds num-420

ber (Reh) between 515 and 1460. Pressure-drop measurements421

are conducted for four different upstream pressure taps Lus/h422

= 120, 216, 312 and 408 while the downstream pressure tap is423

kept at a constant location of Lds/h = 572, where Lus and Lds424

represent the distance of the upstream and downstream pressure425

taps from the channel inlet, respectively. Fanning friction factor426

( f = τw/0.5ρU2
b) is calculated from the mean wall shear stress427

(τw = ΔPw(2h)/(2l(w + 2h)), where ΔP is the mean pressure428

drop over length (l) and bulk velocity (Ub) for each Reynolds429

number. The laminar theoretical value for the fanning friction430

factor, i.e. f = 6/Reh can be obtained using the assumption that431

the flow is parabolic for the laminar flow. Figure 4(a) shows the432

variation of f with Reh for various locations of upstream pres-433

sure taps and figure 4(b) shows the relative error of f compared434

to the laminar theoretical values (( f −6/Reh)/(6/Reh)) with Reh435

for various locations of upstream pressure taps. The empirical436

correlation obtained by Dean (1978), based on an extensive lit-437

erature review, for turbulent channel flows is shown for compar-438

ison. Pope (2000) obtained an approximate relation between the439

length scales of mean flow and viscous flow for turbulent chan-440

nel flow, given by Reτ ≈ (2Reh)0.88. This relation is converted441

to obtain a relation between f and Reh and is shown in figure 4.442

There are two effects which are both playing a role in the vari-443

ation of the Fanning skin-friction coefficient ( f ) with Lus/h for444

the same bulk Reynolds number (Reh) as shown in figures 4(a)445

and 4(b). First is the flow-development region which is gener-446

ally associated with the streamwise length required for the flow447

to become fully-developed (Durst et al., 2005). It can be seen448

that for a streamwise distance of the upstream pressure tapping449

of Lus/h = 120, f is significantly higher than for Lus/h ≥ 216450

for Reh ≤ 600. As will be discussed in the next section, the flow451

remains laminar up to Reh ≈ 610 in the present channel flow fa-452

cility. This suggests that for the Reynolds numbers when the453

flow is laminar, for the streamwise distance of Lus = 120h the454

flow is still developing and after Lus = 216h the flow can be455

considered to be fully-developed.456

Second is the effect of spatial inhomogeneity of the flow for457

the transitional Reynolds numbers (Carlson et al., 1982; Sano458

& Tamai, 2016) which has a significant effect for 600 ≤ Reh ≤459

1000 on the friction factor. From figure 4(a,b) it can be seen460

that after Reh ≈ 600, f becomes more sensitive to Lus/h as f461

keeps decreasing with increasing Lus and for Reh ≈ 770 the dif-462

ference is most significant. This behaviour can be attributed463

to the presence of large-scale intermittencies generally asso-464

ciated with spatially inhomogeneous structures near the onset465

of transition. For example, Carlson et al. (1982) and Sano &466

Tamai (2016) showed that near the critical Reynolds number467

artificially-generated finite amplitude perturbations grew or de-468

cayed (based on the Reynolds number) as they moved down-469

stream. Therefore, the turbulent structures which are present at470

the inlet near the critical Reynolds number may decay as they471

flow downstream and thus reduce the value of f for higher Lus,472

as f is lower for laminar flow compared to turbulent flow for the473

same Reh. After Reh ≈ 770, the effect of these large-scale in-474

termittencies during transition starts to decrease gradually and475

after Reh ≈ 1000, the friction factor values start to collapse for476

Lus/h ≥ 216. Thus, it can be said that it is difficult to define a477

“development length” (i.e. when the flow becomes independent478

of x) during transition which by its very nature is spatially inho-479

mogeneous (i.e. the flow necessarily varies in x). Based on the480

above discussion, the farthest streamwise location of Lus/h =481

408 is chosen for the pressure-drop measurements in the present482

experiment. It is also observed that the friction factor values do483

not seem to collapse for the Reh ≈ 1400 to the results given by484

Dean (1978) and Pope (2000). This is believed to be the con-485

sequence of low Reynolds number effects as Dean (1978) also486

observed a large scatter in the data for similar Reynolds num-487

bers and after Reh = 3000 the empirical correlation worked well488

in being an accurate description of the skin-friction for channel489
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friction factor. Green dotted line and blue solid line show the correlations obtained from Pope (2000) and Dean (1978), respectively. (b) Variation of the fractional
error in the friction factor from the theoretical laminar friction factor with the Reynolds number for different locations of upstream pressure tap. Symbols and lines
represent same quantities as in (a).

flows.490

4. Time history and single-point statistics of wall shear491

stress in transitional channel flow492

In this section, results obtained from a single hot-film493

measurement, HF2, located at z/h = 5 and x/h = 496, are494

discussed. As a first step of investigating the wall shear495

stress behaviour for the transitional Reynolds numbers, their496

segments of time histories for various Reynolds numbers are497

studied. A careful study of the time history will also make498

analysis of statistical properties of wall shear stress fluctuations499

easier to interpret. Figure 5 shows segments of instantaneous500

normalized wall shear stress for various Reynolds numbers501

where τ�w and τw represent the instantaneous wall shear stress502

fluctuations and time-averaged wall shear stress, respectively.503

This plot also shows the corresponding values of normalized504

intensity of the wall shear stress fluctuations, indicated by the505

root mean square of the wall shear stress fluctuations, σ(τ�w).506

It can be observed that there are no significant fluctuations in507

wall shear stress for Reτ = 40.6 and 42.9, which is also shown508

by the σ(τ�w)/τw values lower than 0.01 for these two Reynolds509

numbers. So it can be said that the flow is in the laminar510

state at these values of Reynolds numbers. For Reτ = 44.5 the511

appearance of some small amplitude fluctuations start and at512

Reτ = 45.4 and 46.8, large amplitude fluctuations emerge in513

an otherwise laminar background. It is postulated that these514

large amplitude fluctuations represent the localized turbulent515

structures which sustain themselves up to at least a streamwise516

distance of x/h = 496 as they flow downstream from the517

inlet. Patel & Head (1969) observed a similar phenomena of518

apparently random appearance of large amplitude fluctuations519

in their hot-wire data at the onset of transition in channel flows520

and they called these large amplitude fluctuations “turbulent521

bursts”. The frequency of these localized structures is observed522

to increase with increasing Reynolds numbers of Reτ = 48.7,523

51.5 and 53.9, as shown in figure 5(f,g,h). For these Reynolds524

numbers the flow can be seen to be highly intermittent,525

frequently switching between laminar and localized turbulent526

states. By Reτ = 67.2 laminar flow is almost entirely absent and527

the flow can be seen to consist mostly of turbulent events. This528

indicates the disappearance of laminar-turbulent intermittency529

at higher Reynolds numbers.530

531

To further investigate the characteristics of wall shear532

stress fluctuations, higher order statistics and probability533

density functions (PDFs) of wall shear stress are calculated.534

The second order statistics, as also discussed earlier, is given by535

the RMS of wall shear stress fluctuations. As can be seen from536

figure 6, σ(τ�w)/τw values are observed to increase monotoni-537

cally from Reτ = 44.5 to Reτ = 84.2. But a significant decrease538

in the rate of change is observed at Reτ ≈ 53. This significant539

difference in the rate of change of the RMS values can be540

explained based on the time histories of wall shear stress as541

shown in figure 5. It can be observed that until Reτ ≈ 53.9, the542

signals are highly intermittent and after this Reynolds number543

the signal starts to become uniformly turbulent and therefore544

the rate of change of RMS of wall shear stress fluctuations545

also starts to decrease. Third and fourth order moments of546

wall shear stress fluctuations, i.e. the skewness S (τ�w) and547

flatness (or kurtosis) F(τ�w), respectively, are given by S (τ�w)548

= τ�w3/σ(τ�w)3 and F(τ�w) = τ�w4/σ(τ�w)4. Figure 7 shows the549

skewness and flatness of wall shear stress fluctuations for550

various Reynolds numbers. From figure 7(a) and (b) it can551

be seen that for Reτ ≤ 42.9, S (τ�w) � 0 and F(τ�w) � 3, thus552

indicating the presence of laminar flow, as for a Gaussian signal553

the skewness and flatness values are 0 and 3, respectively (i.e.554

our background noise is likely to be white-noise). There is a555

sharp increase in the skewness and flatness of wall shear stress556

for Reτ ≥ 44.5 which can be correlated with figure 5(c, d).557

As already discussed before, it can be seen that there are few558

fluctuations at these Reynolds numbers which leads to very559
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Figure 5: Segments of instantaneous normalized wall shear stress fluctuations measured using HF2 located at z/h = 5 and x/h = 496 for various Reynolds numbers.
The plots also show the corresponding values of normalized RMS of wall shear stress fluctuations.
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Figure 6: Normalized root mean square of the wall shear stress fluctuations for
various Reynolds numbers where red circles, purple crosses and blue pluses
indicate the data obtained by the present experiment, Keirsbulck et al. (2012)
and Hu et al. (2006), respectively.

high values of skewness and flatness of the signals as shown560

in figure 7. For Reτ close to 48 the skewness and flatness peak561

to a very high magnitude. This high magnitude indicates a562

very high level of laminar-turbulent intermittency in the flow.563

And for increasing Reynolds numbers the third and fourth564

order moments start to decrease which indicates the increasing565

dominance of turbulent events in the flow and thus decreasing566

intermittency (as can also be seen from figure 5). Jovanović567

et al. (1993) carried out a least-square fit of the skewness and568

flatness of the streamwise velocity data obtained in previous569

studies for pipe, channel and boundary layer flows and obtained570

the relation F � 2.65 + 1.62S 2 (note F does not go to a value571

of three as S tends to zero which is explained as a consequence572

of the least-square fit). A good agreement is observed with the573

least square fit (obtained from the streamwise velocity data)574

and the present experimental data for wall shear stress, as575

shown in figure 7(c). One interesting point to note is that the576

least-square conducted by Jovanović et al. (1993) contained577

maximum values of S 2 and F data as 4 and 8 respectively578

but the present result shows that this relation still provides a579

good approximation for very high magnitudes of skewness580

and flatness i.e. S 2 ∼ 50 and F ∼ 102. Figure 6 and 7 also581

show the data obtained by Keirsbulck et al. (2012) and Hu582

et al. (2006) who employed an electrochemical technique and583
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DNS, respectively to investigate wall shear stress fluctuations584

in channel flow. For Reτ > 73.4, the trend of the moments585

obtained using the present experiment seem to approach the586

values given by Hu et al. (2006) and Keirsbulck et al. (2012)587

with a slight discrepancy especially in the second and fourth588

moments. This discrepancy is speculated to arise because589

of the limited frequency response, and spatial and temporal590

resolutions of the hot-film probes (Alfredsson et al., 1988).591

Figure 8(a) and 8(b) show the probability density functions592

(PDFs) of normalized wall shear stress (τw/τw) and normalized593

wall shear stress fluctuations (τ�w/σ(τ�w)), respectively. Figure594

8(a) shows that for Reτ � 42.9, the PDFs of normalized wall595

shear stress values collapse onto each other with the maximum596

value of the PDF lying on about τw/τw = 1, thus indicating597

the flow to be in a laminar state. This result is consistent with598

the time history and higher-order moments results discussed599

earlier. The PDF for Reτ = 44.5 deviates from the laminar600

PDF, which shows the presence of finite amplitude fluctuations601

in the flow. The PDF for Reτ ≥ 44.5 has a longer tail for the602

values above the mean for all the given Reynolds numbers thus603

giving rise to positive skewness. Figure 8(b) shows that there604

is a slight Reynolds number dependency between the PDFs for605

Reτ = 73.4 and Reτ = 79.3, which can also be seen from their606

skewness and flatness values in figure 7(a,b). But for Reτ ≥607

79.3 there is no significant Reynolds number dependency608

on the PDFs of normalized wall shear stress fluctuations.609

This is consistent with results by Kushwaha et al. (2017)610

and Tsukahara et al. (2014) where it is shown that the large611

scale “stripy” structures in the flow seem to disappear as the612

Reynolds number increases beyond Reτ ∼ 70 and gradually the613

flow becomes uniformly turbulent. The present result is also614

compared with the DNS result by Hu et al. (2006). There seems615

to be a good agreement between the PDF obtained by Hu et al.616

(2006) for Reτ = 90 and present experiment for Reτ = 84.2, but,617

as discussed previously the slight differences might be caused618

by the limited frequency response and spatial and temporal619

resolution issues of our hot-film probes. Therefore, from the620

higher order statistics and PDF of wall shear stress it can be621

said that any significant Reynolds number dependency of the622

flow fluctuations during transition have started to disappear by623

friction Reynolds number value somewhere between 73.4 and624

79.3.625

5. Wall footprint of large-scale turbulent structures in tran-626

sitional channel flow627

Simultaneous measurements using three different hot-films628

are conducted to investigate the characteristics of the large-629

scale turbulent structures in our channel-flow facility for transi-630

tional Reynolds numbers. The locations of the three hot-films631

(HF1, HF2 and HF3) were shown in figure 1(b). Figure 9 shows632

the segments of normalized wall shear stress fluctuations for633

Reτ = 48.7, 51.5 and 61.5, which are obtained simultaneously634

using the three hot-films. It can be seen that for Reτ = 48.7635

some of the large amplitude fluctuations appear to occur almost636

simultaneously at all the three hot-film locations with some637

time lags. This suggests the presence of large-scale structures638

which are at least 7 channel half-heights wide. This seems to639

be consistent with the previous studies where the presence of640

large-scale turbulent structures called turbulent spots have been641

observed near the onset of transition (Carlson et al., 1982; Aida642

et al., 2010; Sano & Tamai, 2016). Although the AR of our643

channel is ≈ 12, it is believed that this aspect ratio is enough to644

have sustained localized structures during transition. Takeishi645

et al. (2015) showed the presence of turbulent spots for AR ≥ 5646

similar to those in channel flows of very large aspect ratio, for647

example Carlson et al. (1982) and Tsukahara et al. (2014). In648

figure 9(a), some of the large amplitude fluctuations can be seen649

to not occur in all three hot-film signals. This is not unexpected650

because these structures are found to be localized not only in the651

streamwise direction, but also in the spanwise direction (Sano652

& Tamai, 2016; Patel & Head, 1969). Therefore, it is possible653

that for some instances one hot-film (e.g. HF2) cannot detect654

the presence of a turbulent spot passing by the HF3, which is655

located at another spanwise location or vice versa. From fig-656

ure 9 (b, c) it can be seen that there is a decreasing number657

of such high amplitude fluctuations occurring simultaneously658

with increasing Reynolds numbers. Cross-correlations of the659

wall shear stresses for all combinations of spatial location pairs660

are conducted. To calculate cross-correlations, instantaneous661

wall shear stress is converted to the corresponding friction ve-662

locity using the relation Uτ =
�
τw/ρ. The fluctuating friction663

velocities are then calculated by subtracting the time-averaged664

friction velocity from the instantaneous values, uτ = Uτ − Uτ.665

The cross-correlation is then calculated using equation 1.666

Ruτi uτ j
=

uτi (t)uτ j (t + Δt)

uτi (t)uτ j (t)
(1)

where uτi and uτ j represent friction velocities calculated using667

wall shear stress measurements from two of the three hot-films668

and Δt represents the time-lag. Here the subscript i and j can669

take values 1, 2 or 3 which represents the hot-films HF1, HF2670

and HF3, respectively. Figure 10 shows the cross-correlations671

of friction velocities for the same spanwise location of z/h = 5,672

but two different streamwise locations of x/h = 491 and 496,673

which are obtained using HF1 and HF2. It can be seen that674

the magnitude of the peak of the correlations decreases with675

increasing Reynolds numbers, which can be explained based676

on the increasing fluctuations and thus lower correlations with677

increasing Reynolds numbers. It is also observed that there is678

a lag in the peak of correlations for all the Reynolds numbers.679

The streamwise separation between the probes has been used680

to estimate the convective (or propagation) velocity of the681

flow previously by Krogstad et al. (1998). They observed682

that the obtained value of convective velocity changes with683

changing probe separation distance because the convective684

velocity of the flow depends on the scale of motion. Therefore,685

the measurement can be biased towards motion of large686

scales if a larger probe distance is chosen as they dominate687

the correlation. In the present study the convective velocity688

calculated from the correlation is used to convert the time lag689

to a spatial separation using equation 2.690
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Figure 10: Cross-correlations of friction velocities calculated using the wall
shear stress from the streamwise-aligned hot-films: HF1(x/h = 491; z/h = 5)
and HF2(x/h = 496; z/h = 5).

691

Uc = 5h/Δt12,max (2)

where Δt12,max is the temporal separation for which the Ruτ1 uτ2692

is maximum. Figure 9 shows that there occurs almost simul-693

taneous large amplitude fluctuations in the wall shear stress694

time history data obtained from hot-films HF2 and HF3 for695

Reτ = 48.7. These two hot-films are separated in the span-696

wise direction with a gap of 7h and are at the same streamwise697

distance of 496h from the inlet. Figure 11(a) shows the cor-698

relation of wall shear stress obtained at these two spatial loca-699

tions. It can be seen that there is a significant correlation of700

the wall shear stresses for Reτ between 46.8 and 53.9 which in-701

dicates the presence of large-scale turbulent structures in this702

range of Reynolds numbers which are at least 7h large. It can703

also be seen that there is a positive lag in the correlation coeffi-704

cient which shows that the same structures do not occur directly705

above both of the hot-films at the same time, but there is some706

delay. Since correlation is an integral measure, the lag indicates707

the structures are, on average, inclined in the x − z plane. For708

Reτ ≥ 61.5 the correlation peak has a magnitude lower than709

0.05, thus indicating no significant correlation. A similar corre-710

lation is also conducted for HF1 and HF3 and is shown in figure711

11(b). This figure shows very similar behaviour as figure 11(a),712

which is expected because HF1 and HF2 lie at the same span-713

wise location but are separated by a streamwise distance of 5h.714

Table 2 shows the laminar centerline velocity (Ucl,lam = 1.5Ub),715

and the convective velocity (Uc) obtained using equation 2 for716

Reτ between 46.8 and 73.4. Table 2 also shows the time lags717

(in seconds) between each pair of hot-film locations for Reτ718

between 46.8 and 53.9. Time lags Δt23,max and Δt13,max indi-719

cate the temporal separation for which the Ruτ2 uτ3 and Ruτ1 uτ3 are720

maximum, respectively. Note that Δt13,max = Δt12,max + Δt23,max721

should be true theoretically. A nice agreement with the theo-722

retical prediction is observed between the time lags and the mi-723

nor differences with the theoretical prediction can be attributed724

to the uncertainty associated with the calculation of correla-725

tions. The time lag Δt12,max is observed to be independent of726

the Reynolds number for Reτ between 46.8 and 53.9. This is727

because of the small steps in the increment of Reynolds num-728

ber thus leading to the change in the Δt12,max within the mea-729

surement uncertainty. An attempt is made to calculate the av-730

erage structure angles of the structures present during the onset731
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Figure 11: Cross-correlations of friction velocities calculated using wall shear stress data for (a) HF2 and HF3, (b) HF1 and HF3.
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of transition. Figure 12 shows the hot-film arrangements with732

the assumed flow behaviour of the large-scale transitional struc-733

tures passing through the three hot-films. Structure angles be-734

tween the two-pairs of hot-films (HF2-HF3 and HF1-HF3) are735

calculated using equations 3 and 4, respectively.736

tanθ23 =
7Δt12,max

5Δt23,max
(3)

737

tanθ13 =
7Δt12,max

5(Δt13,max − Δt12,max)
(4)

The structure angles obtained are shown in table 2. Here, the738

angles are calculated by carrying out a Gaussian fit near the739

peak of the correlations for all data. It should again be noted740

that theoretically θ23 = θ13, i.e. the average structure angle ob-741

tained from the correlations between HF2-HF3 and HF1-HF3742

should be the same. For Reτ = 46.8, the average structure743

angle obtained using both of the hot-films are about 17o and744

the average structure angles for Reτ between 48.7 and 53.9 are745

found to be between 32o and 37o. The discrepancy in angles746

obtained for Reτ = 48.7 and 51.9 by using two different correla-747

tions is an artefact of the discrepancy observed in the respective748

time lag calculations. This big change in angle is predicted749

to be a consequence of the significant change in the flow be-750

haviour between these two Reynolds numbers. It can be seen751

from the single-point statistics of wall shear stress fluctuations,752

as shown in table 2, that the σ(τ�w)/τw value almost doubles753

and S (τ�w) peaks for Reτ = 46.8 and starts to decrease after754

this Reynolds number. Carlson et al. (1982), using flow visu-755

alization, observed oblique waves associated with the turbulent756

spots in channel flows. They obtained the angle of the leading-757

edge waves between 18o and 25o for lower Reynolds numbers758

and 37o for higher Reynolds number. The angles obtained in the759

present study are in good agreement with the results obtained by760

Carlson et al. (1982). We predict that the average structure an-761

gles indicate the presence of oblique waves which are generally762

associated with turbulent spots (Carlson et al., 1982; Alavyoon763

et al., 1986; Li & Widnall, 1989; Aida et al., 2010). This also764

suggests that the turbulent spots observed in previous studies765

using flow visualization and velocity field measurements pos-766

sess a significant wall footprint.767

6. Conclusions768

An experimental investigation of wall shear stress character-769

istics for transitional channel flow has been conducted using770

hot-film anemometry. The effect of development length shows771

that the entrance length has more significant impact near the772

onset of transition for the pressure-drop measurements. Single-773

point measurements of wall shear stress indicates that the time774

history is free of any significant perturbations in the flow for775

Reτ � 42.9, suggesting that the flow is in a laminar state.776

There is an appearance of high amplitude fluctuations beyond777

Reτ = 42.9, whose frequency seem to be increasing with in-778

creasing Reynolds numbers until the flow is seen to consist779

only of turbulent events by Reτ = 67.2. Skewness and flat-780

ness of wall shear stress fluctuations jumps at the onset of tran-781

sition and reaches to a very high magnitude which is an in-782

dication of laminar-turbulent intermittency for these Reynolds783
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Table 2: Time lags (in seconds) of maximum peak locations between each pair of hot-films and average structure angles (in degrees) along the streamwise direction
between each pair of hot-films. Second and third order moments of wall shear stress fluctuations, and the laminar centerline velocity (Ucl,lam) and the convective
velocity (Uc) are also shown.

Reτ Ucl,lam

(m/s)
Uc

(m/s)
σ(τ�w)/τw S (τ�w) Δt12,max

(s)
Δt23,max

(s)
Δt13,max

(s)
θ23
(deg.)

θ13
(deg.)

46.8 0.51 0.51 0.078 7.03 0.12 0.57 0.69 17 17
48.7 0.53 0.52 0.141 4.52 0.12 0.26 0.39 33 32
51.5 0.56 0.50 0.214 3.32 0.12 0.26 0.36 34 37
53.9 0.59 0.51 0.252 2.18 0.12 0.23 0.34 36 36
61.5 0.65 0.52 0.272 1.78 - - - - -
67.2 0.71 0.55 0.277 1.13 - - - - -
73.4 0.76 0.59 0.282 1.11 - - - - -

numbers. After Reτ ≈ 48, these two moments start to slowly784

decrease with increasing Reynolds number until there is no sig-785

nificant Reynolds number effects for Reτ � 73 − 79. Simulta-786

neous measurements of wall shear stress at three different lo-787

cations indicate the presence of large-scale turbulent structures788

near the onset of transition. The average angles of these large-789

scale structures near the onset of transition are estimated using790

two-point correlations and the values obtained are about 17o for791

Reτ = 46.8 and between 32o and 37o for Reτ = 48.7 and 53.9.792

Based on the angles obtained, these structures are predicted to793

be waves which are generally associated with turbulent spots794

during the transition process.795
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